MINIMIZE THE STRESS OF
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Agilent CrossLab Compliance Consulting Services

Focus on your science and meet tough regulatory demands
Compliance tasks—which are critical to the success of labs operating in the
regulatory space—are complex, costly, and time consuming.
You can more efficiently minimize your regulatory risk—and stay current with
industry standards and best practices—by partnering with Agilent for your
important compliance activities. Our compliance consulting services for Agilent
and non-Agilent data systems enable your lab to:
• Improve operational productivity: Agilent CrossLab experts help coordinate
and complete your compliance activities
• Increase throughput: No need to add extra people to your payroll

Our experienced personnel
provide knowledgeable
insights on:
• Computer system validation (CSV)

• Standardize and harmonize protocols: CrossLab supports consistency around
the world through a global network of experienced compliance professionals

• Audits/assessments

• Manage workload spikes: Augment your staff with Agilent compliance
expertise as needed

• Compliance training/education

• Custom procedure writing
• Method validation
• Cleaning validation
• Process validation

Contact your Agilent representative today, and put 40 years of vital,
actionable insights behind your regulatory compliance efforts.

A compliance partner you can trust

“From insight to outcome” isn’t
just our motto… it’s our mission

• P roven history of high-quality instrumentation, software, and services
• P rocesses and systems to ensure your satisfaction and regulatory compliance
• P roductive, efficient service delivery that saves both time and cost
•A
 network of knowledgeable, experienced compliance professionals
• S tandardized approach that can be executed across your enterprise globally

Imagine how productive you would be if
you could access a global team of experts
who strive to deliver insight every time
they interact with your lab. That’s just
what you get with Agilent CrossLab—the
world leader in innovative laboratory
services, software, and consumables.

• T he ability to provide diverse compliance projects based on your needs

How we help—stories from the lab
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Expert Coordination

Creating High Value

Complex compliance needs
handled efficiently

A big lab gets help with Agilent
and non-Agilent instruments

Get the full story at
www.agilent.com/chem/story51

Get the full story at
www.agilent.com/chem/story47

Maintain the quality and regulatory compliance
that are essential to the success of your business
Contact your Agilent representative to learn more
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